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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

When designing a Blue Prism solution a Blue Prism architect must respect the requirement that no customer data is visible within the

Blue Prism database.

Consider these possible design alternatives:

1. No customer data in the work queue

2. Encrypt the data in the work queue

3. Switch off all stage parameter logging

Which combination of the above will guarantee that no customer data is visible in the Blue Prism log file?

Options: 
A- 1 only

B- 2 and 3

C- 1 and 3

D- None



Answer: 
B

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A process has been created but it is not listed in Control Room. The following reasons have been suggested.

1. The process uses objects with different run modes

2 The process has not been published

3. Process validation shows more than 99 errors

4. The user does not have privileges to run processes in Control Room?

Which of the above could cause the process not to be visible in Control Room?

Options: 
A- 1 and 2



B- 2 only

C- 2 and 3

D- 1 and 4

Answer: 
B

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A Blue Prism solution interfaces with an internet application called HappyWeb. There is a test website available for development, and a

training site available for user acceptance testing, and there is the production she available for processing live cases in HappyWeb.

Which of the following is true?

Options: 
A- All development and testing MUST be done using the production site. This is because the test and training websites might not mirror

production exactly.



B- A local text file should be used to easily configure the details of the HappyWeb website to be used in each Blue Prism environment.

C- An Environment variable should be used to store the HappyWeb URL.

D- Three different versions of object that launches the HappyWeb website will need to be created and maintained, one for each

environment.

Answer: 
A

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is the Blue Prism Application Navigator

Options: 
A- It is the spy tool that you drag around the application to identify attributes.

B- It is part of the zoom tool in Process and Object Studio that allows you to instantly jump to different parts of the process map

C- It is the Studio list side-bar of Process and Objects.

D- It is Application Modeller functionality to create an application's entire element tree that when selected will highlight individual



elements in the application.

Answer: 
D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Consider the following process flow from a sub-page of a process:



What is the problem with this sub-page flow?

Options: 



A- There is nothing wrong with the sub-page flow shown in this image

B- The sub-page process flow is missing any retry exception handling that should exist where a process calls object actions that

interface with an application.

C- For better visibility of the process logic the flow steps shown in the image should be on the main page rather than in a sub-page of the

process.

D- The exception stage within the flow should be removed and replaced with an End stage that returns the found data item as an output

parameter.

Answer: 
A

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Examine the flow below:



An error has been encountered on Page 1 and the exception has bubbled up to be recovered in the Recoverd stage The Yes' path has

been taken from the "Throw new Exception?" decision stage. Consider the Throw Exception stage properties below:



How should the properties be configured for the Process to throw a new Business exception, i.e. a different exception to the one

encountered in Page?

Options: 
A- Configure ExceptionType() in the Exception Type field and ExceptionDetail() in the Exception Detail field. Leave the Preserve the

type and detail of the current exception checkbox un-ticked.



B- Tick the Preserve the type and detail of the current exception checkbox. Leave the Exception Type and Exception Detail fields blank

C- Leave the Exception Type field blank and type 'Business Exception' in the Exception Detail field.

D- Type Business Exception in the Exception Type field and type a custom message in the Exception Detail field.

Answer: 
D

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Examine the Process below:



An error has been encountered on Page 1 and the exception has bubbled up to be recovered in the Recover 1 stage. If there is an error

in the Calc 1 stage which path will the Process take?

Options: 
A- The Process will continue to the Resume 1 Stage

B- The Error will cause the Process to terminate



C- The Error will be recovered in the Recover2 Stage

D- The Error will cause the Process to jump to the End Stage

Answer: 
B

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Consider the following diagram from an object studio action:



What is the problem with this flow?

Options: 



A- There is a risk of the flow causing an infinite loop

B- There should be a wait stage at the end of the flow, before the end stage to ensure the flow logic has worked correctly

C- There is nothing wrong with the object flow shown in this image.

D- The Exception Block should be removed from the page so that all exceptions on that page can be recovered.

Answer: 
A

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Consider the following flow within an Object Studio action:



The developer of this flow found that writing some credentials to the target application sometimes failed with an exception even though

the element exists on the screen. He found that simply catching the exception, waiting for 2 seconds and then retrying fixed the problem.

What problems do you see within the flow? (select 2 responses)

Options: 
A- A block has not been placed around the Write stage and the Recover stage, meaning the credentials action could be unnecessarily

retried if another stage further into this action throws an exception.

B- There is a potential for an infinite loop if the 'Credentials' stage keeps throwing an exception for some unforeseen reason.

C- The credentials stage is a read stage not a write stage



D- There is not a Resume stage following the timeout of the Wait stage

Answer: 
A, B

Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Look at this flow diagram from the Main Page of a process in Process Studio:





Thinking about the standard Blue Prism Process Templates, what is wrong with how this Mam Page is handling exceptions?

Options: 
A- There is nothing wrong with the Main Page flow shown in the image, it is a copy of Blue Prism's standard Process Template.

B- The Exception Block in the image should be extended to cover all stages in the flow rather than just 4 sub-pages.

C- It would be better to remove the Exception Block and recover, resume logic, and instead handle any exceptions in the sub-pages.

Flag data items could instead be passed up as output parameters from the sub-pages informing the Main Page flow if an exception has

occurred.

D- The exception handling in the image does not contain any concurrent exception logic. This means there is nothing stopping every

item in the Work Queue being marked with the exact same System Exception.

E- Between the Recover and Resume stages there should be logic to reset the application ready for the next case to be worked For

example, this could call the Close Down and Start Up pages.

Answer: 
A

Question 11
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Study the following image showing pan: of the flow within a process:

Options: 



A- There is a missing Recover stage on one of the routes through the flow.

B- There is a missing Resume stage on one of the routes through the flow.

C- The Retry Count is not being incremented for each retry.

D- If an exception is thrown in the Cancel Reservation page and is allowed to bubble up to be caught by the Recover stage, the Create

Reservation action won't be retried.

Answer: 
C, D
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